
 

 
 

To all incoming Dual-Credit 1301 students:  

I know you probably have your own reading list for the summer, but I need to add one title 

to it. You need to have read thoroughly The Power of Habit by CHARLES DUHIGG. At one 

point there was another book of the same title but by a different author – make sure to 

purchase the correct one. You may buy it or order it from any bookstore, but probably the 

cheapest/easiest way to purchase would be a used book from Amazon or abebooks.com. 

The price ranges from $6 to $9. There is also a Kindle edition for $7.99. An even cheaper 

option would be to buy it from one of my students who bought the book this year. :D 

 

The book is 290 pages of easy reading non-fiction. It was on the New York Times bestseller list 

for over a year and is required freshman reading for many colleges across the country. I 

hope you will enjoy the read. While I don’t want you to put it off until the last minute, I do 

want you to be able to discuss the questions on the back of this sheet in an educated 

manner when school begins. If you read it at the first of the summer, you will want to review 

before coming to class. But wait! There is a writing assignment that you need to turn in the 

second week of school. The attached assignment over the book will be due on August 29 or 

30, depending on which day you are in class.  By completing this assignment, you are 

eligible for two free jeans passes.  This means that with these passes, you may wear jeans any 

two days you choose.  Please note which questions you need to be prepared to discuss and 

which you need to respond to in writing!   

 

I think everything you need to know is laid out for you here on these pages. I am including 

my email with the caveat that I can’t check it very often because I spend the vast majority 

of the summer camping beyond the range of cell service.   

  

I hope you have a fabulous summer, and I look forward to seeing you in August! 

 

 

Linda Wensel                    wensell@greenvilleisd.com 

 

 
Oh!  Of course, to answer your most pressing question - - one and half to two pages typed should cover all 

three questions. 
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BE PREPARED TO ANSWER THESE DISCUSSION QUESTIONS IN CLASS 
 

1. Why was E.P. described as “a man who would upend much of what we know about habits?”  What did researchers learn  

    from him? 

2. What ability do patients with basal ganglia damage lose? 

3. Thinking back to the example of McDonald’s restaurants presented on page 26 in the book, how does this company use   

    cues and rewards to trigger habit loops in its customers? 

4. Do you think it was ethical for psychologists to study E.P.? Was he able to consent to research conducted on his memory    

   and habits? Explain why (or why not) the benefits of this research outweigh the negatives it may have had on his life. 

5. Explain how Hopkins changed Americans’ habits. Prior to his marketing campaign, fewer that10% of Americans had   

    toothpaste in their medicine cabinets, but within 10 years, more than 65% did. How did Hopkins get Americans to change     

    their habits and use toothpaste? 

6. Explain why the initial marketing campaign for Febreeze wasn’t successful. What was missing? How was the marketing  

    campaign modified? 

7. How did Julio the monkey’s reward responses change as he became more and more practiced at pushing the lever? 

8. Are habits adaptive or maladaptive? How can you tell? What factors determine whether they are adaptive or  

    maladaptive? Provide examples of adaptive and maladaptive habits in your answer. 

9. Why do corporations hire psychologists to help design products and marketing campaigns? What other roles do you  

     think psychology has in corporate settings? 

10. How did Tony Dungy get his football players to change their habits? Did the new habits stick? Why did the habits “fail”  

    during the critical moments (i.e., playoff games)? What else was needed to make the habits permanent? 

11. When Paul O’Neill became CEO, he focused on safety, much to the shock of stockholders. Describe how the   

      stockholders’ expectations (page 98) during Paul O’Neill’s first presentation as CEO could be explained by a habit loop. 

12. Define “keystone habits”. What is a keystone habit in your life? 

13. Explain how the exclamation, “Put in the videotape!” that Michael Phelps’ coach shouted, relates to habit loops (p 111). 

14. Describe the “marshmallow study” that was conducted in the 1960s and the results of this study. What does this   

      experiment tell us about the concept of self-regulation? Why is willpower a keystone habit? 

15. Describe the “radish and cookie experiment” conducted three decades later. How did the findings of the “radish and      

      cookie experiment” add to what researchers already knew from the “marshmallow study”? How does this change your  

      understanding of self-regulation, and willpower as a keystone habit? 

16. Summarize the toxic routines that contributed to the devastating fire that killed 31 people in the London Underground.    

      Analyze those patterns and describe how different communication patterns could have prevented the tragedy. 

17. How did the institutional changes listed on page 177 change the routines of the employees at Rhode Island Hospital? 

18. Why would a leader want to prolong a sense of emergency on purpose or create the perception of a crisis? Is that   

      ethical? Why or why not? 

19. Ironically, when marketers manipulate human behavior to earn profits, it is considered an achievement of capitalism.   

      However, if a psychologist manipulates human behavior to study the  process of decision making, it might be   

      considered unethical. Why don’t advertisers and marketers need to abide by the same ethical standards when it comes   

      to manipulation of behavior? Is it ethical for corporations to collect data about your shopping habits without your   

      consent? Why or why not? 

20. What makes a song “sticky” and how does it relate to habit loops? 

21. Rosa Parks was not the first African American to be arrested for refusing to move to the back of the bus. However, her    

      arrest resulted in a series of boycotts and protests. Why? What was different? 

22. Contrary to common belief, weak-tie acquaintances are more important than strong-tie friends in getting a new job.  

      Why? Explain Granovetter’s research and findings. 

23. Peer pressure involves the social habits that encourage people to conform to group expectations. Provide examples of   

      peer pressure that are positive. What are some examples of negative peer pressure? How can one form of influence— 

      peer pressure—be both good and bad? What does this tell us about how we should train people to recognize peer  

      pressure? 

24. Define the “central pattern generator” in this chapter and explain how it relates to habits. Speculate whether you think   

      habits would play such a large role in our lives if we didn’t have “central pattern generators”. 

25. Analyze the similarities between the customer-tracking systems that casinos use and the guest portraits that stores (i.e.,  

      Target) develop. 

 

 

WRITING ASSIGNMENT – Due August 29 or 30 - DOUBLE-SPACED, TIMES NEW ROMAN 12 PT 
 

1. What anecdote did you find the most interesting in the book and why? 

2. Identify three habits you have in your day-to-day life and detail the part of each habit “loop.” 

3. Describe three habits you would like to develop with regard to school this year. Explain the purpose of each 

thoroughly, making sure to touch on each part of the loop that you will be developing.  

 

 

 


